RUN # 2210
The Sandshoe Run
Barebum & Handjob

**Editors note** in order to ensure what happens on a sandshoe run stays on a Sandshoe Run
some parts of the following needed to be blacked out.

Life is good! Every so often we get a little positive jolt from the gods and we are
thankful. Last Monday was a perfect example, Kreepy Krawly was laid up and we
were all hoping to be laid. Hares Handjob & Barebum took over the reins.
Just an aside: One would think that Meatiwhore would have been in attendance,
given the run was at the Ice Bar and plus the fact Snappy was the Hare.

The gods were smiling on Snappy. There was enough rain during the day to give Tom
an excuse for not actually going out on the road with paper and chalk. And we were

smiled upon as well, as no rain fell during the run. So Snappy set a UBD run. This
met with some derision from the pack, but only newer hashers would not realise that
this is a legitimate alternative in trail setting.
Poor old buggers like me who would have needed glasses to read the street map were
able to take advantage of the list of landmarks. Fortunately most of these were pubs
so we knew where to go.
Now there is a curious connection between Snappy and Robbie burns. A long, long,
time ago a beautiful Chinese princess went to visit Scotland to find the Loch Ness
monster. But once she encountered Robbie, she lost the plot and ended up pregnant.
Her name was Tenull, and you will see that Snappy has honoured his ancestor by
naming his new car after her. Check it out!
The cheerful pack set off headed for the first check point. Now only a few urbane
types could find this was, so the majority of us cultural inferiors were forced to follow.
Oh, OK, that's the theatre, Now ON ON to a pu...b .... We all knew where that was, so
ON we progressed.
I fell by the wayside, so to speak. I took a short-cut, and I arrived at the Robbie
Burns statue to read his inscription. The poor bugger only lasted 37 years. Must have
been the kinky sex that did him so early.
Next stop was a drink stop where Bricks, Spermwhale and some other miscreants
were propping up the bar. This venue not on your run instructions you say?? No
wonder the main pack turn up. By the time we enjoyed our beer and headed on
home, most of the pack were milling around VASO's truck ready to smash a window.
Ah bliss, the lovely Debbie and a cold beer, and with the entertainment provided by
the circle, what more could you wish for? The well behaved circle progressed with
several icings and a considerable panel of SOTW nominees. Handjob was the first to
show his bum to Debbie and take up a position on ice. Three blocks No Waiting!! We
had a re-naming, the Irish brain surgeon is now aptly named OXYMORON. Miles
O'Tool & Martin the Bastard have become regulars in front of the crowd.
The ON_ON was very civilised. After a shit-load of free beer, I can re-call several
fellows with funny signs on their head asking "Who am I". Another couple of years
and we'll all be asking the same thing, but not with the funny headwear.
An interesting night Hares, thankyou,
Don't forget to continue the celebrations for the BCH4.
ON ON
The Trail Correspondent

